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Remember? Gameplay

- build your bunker and surface buildings
- assign people to it, or build robots to operate on 

surface
- surface absolute essential to survive but attack 

regularly by enemies

=> employ Tower Defense and Defend Bots 



Underground citizens’ navigation system with elevator logic



underground basement building system

grids based construction



People’s status bar

Red: Health Bar 
Blue: Energy Bar
Green: Hunger Bar



people selection box and interaction between buildings and people



people selection box and interaction between buildings and people

Place the facilities may be funny

But doing all the deployments manually 
consumes a lot of attention and isn’t 
funny

The people should resupply themselves 
automatically



animation control logic



Electricity Voltage



First steps: 3D Asset Creation

Highly detailed Assets bc of low object count
- full control over parts, style, polycount
- worth the time to make unique game
- took me a lot of time though … 
- used Substance Painter and Blender 4.0



Tower



Tower



Harvester



Other



Mlagents

- Last Semester experience was very bad 
using plane MLagents -> too explicit 
code, hard to setup new things

- tried to abstract away as much as possibe



My Mlagents Abstractions

- AgentState: implements a State Pattern
- Actuator: Abstract class that takes an input and 

interacts the the game world somehow 
(JointActuator, TireActuator etc.)

- ISense: Interface to observe the environment (e.g. 
TransformSensor, TireActuator who return the 
current speed etc.)

- AgentTriggers: react to contact with objects 
(reset Agent, Reward etc.)

- ObserveManager: just catches all ISense of the 
current Agent and calls their function; saves it a in 
custom DictionaryList

- ActuatorManger: Same as observe Manager

- TransformFunction: Kind of 
Factory Pattern that lets the 
user define a list of variables 
that it wants to observe from a 
TransformSensor. Very handy 
bc it’s required to get the 
Transform Data from different 
reference frames etc. Factory 
Patterns helps to abstract it 
from the specific 
implementation

- Randomspawner: Manipulates 
the rotation and position at 
every Episode



E.g. Collectobservations, got better, right?



Setup



Camera Controller: 
State and 
Command Pattern

Again bad 
experience last year 
-> more patterns



Implementation

-Laser Tower



Implementation



Implementation



Thanks for listening!


